MCC in IV
Honor the Scorned

An Evening of Self Expression with Eve Moreno

The MCC hosts a quarterly open mic for anyone to artistically express themselves using all creative outlets — including spoken word, poetry, hip hop, music, and dance. This quarters MC will be Eve Moreno, a trans femme and queer multimedia artist who identifies with the pronouns they/them and theirs. Eve’s cultural background stems many parts of Latin America. Moreno’s work highlights transgender and queer communities of color through photography, writing, video, painting, illustration and performance. Their work has been featured in community shows in Los Angeles, the Getty Museum, and the Huntington Library.

Thurs, March 1st, 7:30 PM
Open Mic/Biko Garage
6612 Sueno Rd, Isla Vista

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities contact the MultiCultural Center at 805.893.8411
For the full Winter 2023 Calendar, visit mcc.sa.ucsb.edu
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